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Abstract

This experiment has used low-electron diffraction and scanning-tunneling
microscopy to investigate the atomic and electronic structure of the Ge(111)-
c(2 × 8) and Sn/Ge(111)-

√
3 ×

√
3 surfaces. The clean Ge(111)-c(2 × 8)

surface showed to have a weak diffraction pattern in LEED experiments.
STM studies showed that large areas on the surface had lost it periodic
structure and picked up dirt particles. On areas where the surface struc-
ture still remained it could be showed that partial charge transfer from
adatoms to rest atoms occurs and therefore fills empty-states of the rest
atom dangling bonds. The LEED experiment on Sn/Ge(111)-

√
3 ×

√
3

proved to have a clear
√
3 ×

√
3 diffraction pattern. STM investigations

showed that the surface was flat and had well-defined structure over larger
regions. Defects on the surface were mostly Ge substitutional atoms. Im-
ages taken in filled and empty-states have the same contrast leading to
the conclusion that each Sn surface atom has a half filled dangling bond
surface state.

Sammanfattning

Detta experiment har använt sig av låg-energi elektrondiffraktion och
sveptunnelmikroskopi för att undersöka atom- och elektronstruktur hos
Ge(111)-c(2 × 8) och Sn/Ge(111)-

√
3 ×

√
3 ytorna. Den rena Ge(111)-

c(2 × 8) ytan visade sig ha ett svagt diffraktion mönster i LEED expe-
riment. STM studierna visade att över stora regioner hade ytan förlorat
dess periodicitet och samlat orenheter i form av partiklar. På regioner där
ytstrukturen var kvar kunde man visa att en delvis laddningsförflyttning
sker mellan adatomer och restatomer som därför fyller och tömmer de
svävande bindningarna. LEED experiment på Sn/Ge(111)-

√
3×

√
3 ytan

visade ett tydligt
√
3 ×

√
3 diffraktionsmönster. STM studier visade att

ytan var plan och väldefinierad över stora områden. Defekter på ytan var
mestadels substitonella Ge atomer. Bilder tagna på fulla och tomma till-
stånd visade liknade kontraster vilket leder till en slutsats om att alla Sn
atomers dinglande bindningar har halvt ockuperade yttillstånd.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

Today the study of surfaces and interfaces has become an important branch of physics

and forms a basis for modern nanoscience. The big attraction to the field is due to

surfaces exhibiting properties different from the bulk-material due to atomic rearrange-

ment. [1]

The absence of atomic neighbors in direction normal to the surface plane causes re-

arrangement of atom and surface reconstructions to take place in order of minimizing

surface energy. When sputtered and annealed Ge forms a c(2×8) reconstructed surface
containing 2 adatoms and 2 rest atoms [1]. These atoms are particulary interesting bea-

cause the surface geometry and properties often depend on them. Voltage dependent

STM images have revealed that a charge transfer occurs from an adatom to rest atom [2].

Every surface has defects as well. These come in a variety of types and since they cause

disturbance in the surface periodicity it is important to study these defects in detail.

Depositing new material on substrates has received a lot of interest the last decades.

Adsorbate systems often exhibit dangling-bond-derived surface states which can alter

properties [3]. Growing a 1/3MLof Sn on theGe surfacewill create a Sn/Ge(111)-
√
3×√

3 structure after annealing. The Sn atomic positions are described properly by the T4

model [4].

Most of the experimental methods used for surface investigation has been developed

during the last century. The low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) was the first ex-

perimental equipment used for determination of atomic structure on surfaces. In 1989

Bining and Rohrer presented a new method for investigation of surfaces with their in-

vention of the Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM). This made it possible to study

surfaces at atomic resolution. Since then atomic and electronic structure of surfaces

have been studied in detail by STM experiments. [5]

In this work, STM and LEED have been used to study the Ge(111)-c(2 × 8) and

Sn/Ge(111)-
√
3×

√
3 surfaces in detail. The study will look into the atomic and elec-

tronic structures of the surface. The Sn/Ge(111)-
√
3×

√
3 has attracted a lot of attention

during the last century since it was realised that at low temperature a phase shift from√
3×

√
3 to 3× 3 occurs.

This thesis serves as a final report for a degree project for a bachelor of science in

Engineering Physics. The project was performed at Karlstad University between April

to June 2019. Except for the introduction section, the thesis consists of Section 2 in

which basic concepts and theoretical background are explained, Section 3 that presents

the experimental methods used during the work. In Section 4 the experiment setup is

discussed in more detail. The results acquired from the experiment are presented in

Section 5. In Section 6 the attained results are discussed and compared to theory and

previous studies. Section 7 ends the thesis with conclusions drawn from the results.
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2 BACKGROUNDAND THEORY

2 Background and Theory

2.1 Surfaces and Interfaces

In our everyday materials, surfaces and interfaces are always present. What’s intresting

about these are the significantly different electronic and atomic structure compared to

the bulkmaterial. Surface can in ideal cases be seen as an exposed bulk plane. However,

the out most plane has no atomic neighbors in direction normal to the plane. Atoms

at the surface are often displaced from their equilibrium positions of the bulk solid.

The easiest way for an atom to rearrange itself is called surface relaxation. The top-

most atomic layers get compressed or extended in the direction normal to the surface

as shown in figure 1 a. The atoms also have the ability to position themself in a more

complicated manner and change atomic positions and periodicity parallel to the surface.

This is refered to as surface reconstruction and is illustrated in figure 1 b. Surfaces of

elemental semiconductors such as Ge are particularly inclined to reconstruct, since the

breaking of their spatially directed bonds costs a lot of energy and leaves dangling

bonds.

Figure 1: An illustration of different atomic surface rearrangement. Figure (a) is an llustration of surface

relaxation and (b) Surface reconstruction.
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2 BACKGROUNDAND THEORY

The ideal surface lattice can be described by one of the five two-dimensional bravais

lattices together with a basis as seen in figure 2.

Figure 2: The unit cell of the five two-dimensional Bravais lattices.

Surface experiment does not only provide information about the topmost layer. Ex-

perimental methods commonly used penetrate several atomic layers. Results therefore

generate information about the ideal bulk material and the outer most layers of the solid.

When surface atoms reconstruct, a so-called superlattice is superimposed onto the bulk-

truncated substrate lattice. In cases where the topmost atomic layers exhibit different

periodicity than the bulk a superlattice is superimposed on to the substrate lattice. An

illustation of different superlattices is shown in figure 3. [1]

If a1, a2 are the primitive vectors of the ideal bulk-terminated surface lattice and b1,
b2 are the primitive vectors of the superlattice, then the relation between surface and

substrate lattice can be written as a 2x2 matrix M:(
b1
b2

)
= M

(
a1

a2

)
=

(
m11 m12

m21 m22

)(
a1

a2

)
(1)

The determinant of M characterizes the relation between surface and substrate lattice.

If the determinant of M is an integer the surface lattice is said to be simple supperlattice

and if determinant of M is a rational number the superstructure is called coincidence

lattice.

A simpler notation for describing the relationship between surface and bulk lattices was

introduced by Wood. The length of primitive translation vectors on the superstructure

and those of the ideal bulk-terminated surface could be related by a ratio. If b1 = pa1,

3



2 BACKGROUNDAND THEORY

Figure 3: Illustation of three superlattices. The top one is surface atom reconstruction superlattice and the

lower two are adsorbate reconstructions. Image was taken from [6].

b2 = qa2 then a substrate X(hkl) could be described as following.

X(hkl)(p× q) (2)

Equation 2 can be used to describe the relationship between parallel translation vectors

of the substrate and of the superstructure. A more generel description can be made by

taking into account the rotation of the translation vectors as well.

X(hkl)(p× q)−R° (3)

Example of this includes the Ge(111)-c(2 × 8) and Sn/Ge(111)-
√
3 ×

√
3 − R30°,

where the R30° implies that the translations vectors are rotated 30°. The R30° term is a

formalism and through the rest of the thesis, rotation of the translation vectors will not

be written.

A general description for the 2D reciprocal lattice can be generated from a 3D lattice

by letting |a3|→ ∞. This implies that the reciprocal lattice points are infinitely dense

forming rods perpendicular to the surface.

For Ge(111) a 2× 1 reconstruction is formed when cleaving in ultra-high vacuum. If a

sputter anneal method is used instead the Ge(111) surface forms a more stable c(2×8)
reconstruction. Ge(111)-c(2 × 8) is formed by sputtering while the sample is held at

low and high temperatures toghether with multiple annealing processes. The c(2 × 8)
unit cell consists of 4 dangling bonds originating from 2 adatoms and 2 rest atoms. The

atomic structure of the c(2× 8) is shown in figure 4.
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2 BACKGROUNDAND THEORY

Figure 4: Top view of the Ge(111)-c(2× 8) surface. The Big black cirlce represent the adatoms, small grey

is the fisrt-layer rest atoms, big white circles is first layer backbound atoms and the small white represent

second-layer atoms.[7]

The Sn/Ge(111)-
√
3×

√
3 surface consists of 1/3 ML of Sn atoms which reside on an

almost bulk-terminated Ge(111) surface. Each Sn atom bonds with three Ge atoms and

occupies the T4 adatom site as shown in figure 5. All Ge dangling bonds get saturated

when binding with Sn atoms. However the Sn adatoms still have one dangling bond

each since the Sn consists of four valance electrons. The Sn/Ge(111)-
√
3×

√
3 surface

is formed by first heating the Ge(111) surface to lose the c(2 × 8) structure and then

evaporate a 1/3 ML Sn onto the Ge. By then annealing the sample at high temperature

the surface can rearrange and form a well-defined
√
3×

√
3 structure.

Defects are present in every material and surface. There are multiply types of defects.

Defects often change the locally atomic and electronic structure and it is therefore im-

portant to minimize the number of defects on a surface. Defects could be categorized

by dimension. Zero-dimensional are point defects that affect a small area of the sur-

face. 1-dimensional defects are often refered to as line defects, and they could change

the periodicity of the surface on large regions. In figure 6 the most common defects are

shown. Kinks, adatoms and vacancies are zero-dimensional defects. [1]
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2 BACKGROUNDAND THEORY

Figure 5: Top view of the Sn/Ge(111)-
√
3×

√
3 surface. The large grey circles represent Sn atoms, big white

circles is first layer Ge atoms and the small white circles represent second layer Ge atoms. Each Sn atom

bonds with three underlying Ge atoms and occupies the T4 position. [8]

Figure 6: Illustration of the most common defects occurring surfaces. Image is taken from [1].

2.2 Deposition of materials on Substrates

By depositing a new material on substrate thin epitaxial films can be grown on top of

the surface. The deposited film thickness must be precisely controlled for the surface to

form the wanted structure. The flux of particles impinging the sample with a distance

L from the source can be calculated using equation 4.

F =
p(T )A

πL2
√
2πmkbT

(4)

Where p(T ) is the equilibrium vapour pressure of the deposited material at temperature

T , A is evaportion area, m denotes the mass for evaoparated atoms and kb is Boltz-
mann’s constant. [1]

There are various types of deposition sources and the method used is dependent on the

deposited material and experimental design. Evaporation or sublimation is the most

commonly used techniques for growth of thin films. The deposition sources often con-

sist of a filament and by current heating the source material evaporates and impinges the

substrate. The disadvantage for this method is that evaporation rate is unstable. Stable
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2 BACKGROUNDAND THEORY

deposition can be achieved using Knudsen cells. The cell consists of a Tungsten cru-

cible in which the material for deposition is placed. The cell is surrounded by a heater

and several layers of radiation shielding. The furnace temperature is monitored by a

thermocouple device therefore the deposition rates could be controlled with accuracy.

To establish a good evaporation rate a quartz crystal thickness monitor is used. The

device measures mass change and change in resonans per unit area. [1]

7



3 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

3 Experimental Techniques

3.1 Ultra-High Vacuum technology

Experiments on solid surfaces require environments that for a longer period of time can

keep the surface composition unchanged. The number of atoms impinging on a sample

with area (1× 1) cm2 can be caluculated by equation 4, with an atmospheric pressure

of 760 Torr, the arrival rate for atoms is around 3× 1023 cm−2s−1 and it takes about 3
ns for particles to create a monolayer of atoms on the surface. The number of particles

adsorbed on the surface should not exceed a few percent of a monolayer [1]. There-

fore experiments must be performed in low pressure conditions refered to as Ultra High

Vacuum (UHV). The UHV chamber consists of a stainless steel vessel. The chamber

is equipped with multiple pumps to achieve UHV, gauges to monitor the pressure and

the experimental devices used. All parts of the UHV system are connected by flanges

and valves which must be air tight to avoid any leaks into the system. This is done by

equipping each flange with a circular knife that cuts into a copper gasket thus sealing

the connection. [1]

An important step to create UHV conditions is the bake out process. When the inner

walls of the UHV chamber are exposed to air, they become covered with a thin water

film. When the pressure is lowered the water molecules would desorb and pressure be-

low 10−8 mbar wouldn’t be possible. By ”baking” the equipment at 150− 180 °C for

10 hrs the water film evaporates and gasmolecules can be pumped out of the system. [1]

The UHV conditions are reached through a pumping system that operates at different

pressure regimes. The first stage of the system is a roughing pump and it is used for

lowering the pressure from atmospheric levels to around 10−3 mbar. This is typically

an oiled-sealed rotary vane pump in which air is inhaled at an inlet and compressed and

forced through the exhaust valve. The second stage is the turbo-molecular pump, where

a high speed rotor operating at velocities of about 30000 rpm shuffles gas molecules

from the UHV side to the back side. The rotor blades which are interleaved with sta-

tor blades are inclined with respect to axis of rotation. This creates an impulse for

molecules that hits the blades to drift in a direction away from the UHV region. This

effect is further increased by inversely inclined stator blades. The inversely inclined

blades increase the probability for a particle to go from the UHV side to the back side

and at the same time lower the probability for the reversed process. The turbopump can

be furthered enhanced by increasing the pumping speed. [1]

When the pressure has dropped to the 10−7 mbar scale the ion-getter pump is turned on.

An ion-getter pump has nomoving parts and is therefore convinient to use whenUHV is

required for longer periods of time. The commonly used ion-getter pumps are designed

as multicell pumps. Within every cell an electrical discharge is produced between the

anode and cathode at potential of several thousand volts. The electric discharge ionizes

the residual gases and the electric field then accelerates the ions towards the cathode

where they stick or due to their high energy scatter Ti atoms from the cathode. The scat-

tered chemical active Ti atoms can react with residual gases or trap them to the walls

8



3 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

of the chamber. There is the working function of a titanium sublimation pump (TSP),

in which a filament of Ti is current heated and thus releasing Ti atoms to react with

residual gases or trap them to the walls of the chamber. [1]

Achieving UHV conditions is as important as to measure and monitor the pressure in

the chamber. Common with pumps, pressure gauges operate in different regimes. Most

vacuum systems consist of a thermal conductivity gauge which operates at higher pres-

sures. A filament is heated by passing a current through and the temperature of the fila-

ment is measured. By thoughtful construction, the temperature of the filament becomes

direct proportional to the thermal conductivity. The Ion gauges are key equipment for

measuring and monitoring pressure in UHV conditions. When residual gases are ex-

posed to a high energy beam, ionization occur. The most common type of ionization

procedure is the thermionic emission of electrons from a heated filament. An anode

grid held at (150 − 200) V ionizes the filament and descending electrons collide with

the residual gases and ionize atoms which then accelerates to the collector. The flow

of ions creates a current which is meassured and is directly proportional to pressure. [1]

For some experiments knowing the pressure isn’t always enough. A mass spectrometer

can then be used to analyse the residual gases. After sputter cleaning a sample mass

spectroscopy can be done in order to see that the amount of Ar in the chamber is low.

3.2 Sample Cleaning

UHV is not enough for surface investigation. Atomic scale experiments require ex-

tremely clean substrates. Tiny particles on the surface can block the experimental de-

vices sight on the real surface, also it can disrupt the surface periodic structure. Atomi-

cally clean surfaces are usually achieved bymultiple cleaning processes which aremade

before the sample enters the UHV chamber.

Ultrasonic cleaning is a technique widely used in many laboratories to clean equipment

and materials. By using high-frequency, high-intensity sound waves small cavity bub-

bles in water or solvent are created. These bubbles can penetrate into small spaces.

Contact to surface will create a pressure on the bubbles from the liquid making it im-

plode thus removing particles with an ”explosion”. [9]

Tools inside the UHV chamber constantly pick up particles from residual gases and de-

gassing the equipment can prevent contamination to get transfered to the sample. By

current heating, atoms on the equipment will evaporate and the pumping system re-

moves the gas out of the chamber.

Most impurity particles are often found on the topmost atomic planes. Sputter cleaning

is a technique to get rid of these atomic planes by ion bombardment. Noble gas (usu-

ally Ar since it is not chemically reactive) is admitted through a leak valve into an ion

gun. An applied high voltage ionizes the Ar atoms. The ion gun is directed towards the

sample and the electric field accelerates ions toward the sample surface at high veloc-

ities and with enough energy to scatter the out most atomic layers. The sample can be

9



3 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

held at either room temperature or high temperature. At room temperature the atoms on

the surface are more still while at high temperature they are constantly moving. Cold

sputtering is commonly often the first process to get rid of the outermost particles while

warm sputtering is used later on as it is a stronger method. To achieve a well-defined

surface embeddedAr atoms must be removed. This is done by surface annealing which

also gives the surface a well-defined structure. [8]

3.3 Low-Energy Electron Diffraction

Scattering experiment is an important source for information about symmetry and crys-

tal structure of newly prepared surfaces. The surface is usually refered to as the topmost

atomic layers meanwhile the bulk-solid is the rest of material having infinitely many

planes. Normal diffraction experiment uses X-ray to study the atomic structure of crys-

tals. When studying surfaces, using X-ray become problematic due to long mean free

path and penetration depth of the electrons. This leads to scattering events in the bulk-

material and not the surface layers. Therefore the diffraction pattern of the surface is

superimposed on the bulk pattern. To determine surface structures, electrons with lower

energy and shorter mean free path are used. This type of experimental method is called

LEED. The electron mean free path as a function of energy in matter is shown in figure

7. From the image it is clear that the mean free path in all solids has a minimum value

at 50− 150 eV.[8]

Figure 7: Mean free of electron in a solid as function of kinetic energy. A minimum around 80-100 eV. Image

is taken from [10].

The low-energy electrons used in LEED have wavelengths given by the de Broglie

relation.

10



3 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

λ =
h√
2mE

(5)

Wherem is the mass of the electron,E is the kinetic energy, h is Planck’s constant. The

typical energy of the electrons used in LEED (30− 200 eV) correspond to wavelength
of 1−2Å. The short wavelength is approximately that of the atomic plane spacing thus

it satisfies the Bragg condition for diffraction, meaning it can be explained in the same

way as the more commonly used X-ray scattering. At these low energies electrons ex-

hibit a small mean free path thus interaction with a solid will mostly occur at the surface

plane. [8]

The Experimental setup for LEED is shown in figure 8 and consists of an electron gun

directed toward the surface which produces a collimated beam of low-energy electrons.

The gun consists of a heated filament with a Wehnelt cylinder and electrostatic lenses

to focus the beam. A phosphorous florescent screen is used to image the elastically

backscattered electrons. The Bragg conditions for 2D case are given by. [8]

Figure 8: Experimental set-up for a LEED experiment. Image taken from [11].

K|| = k′
|| − k|| (6)

WhereK|| is a reciprocal lattice vector of the 2D surface lattice, k|| and k
′
|| are the part

of the wave vectors parallell to the surface for the incident and scattered electron re-

spectively. As explained in Section 2.1 the reciprocal lattice points in direction normal

to the surface form rods. The commonly used Ewald sphere construction for 3D X-ray

scattering can therefore be generated to apply for LEED and 2D scattering. The 2D

11



3 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Ewald construction is shown in figure 9a. The electrons used in LEED experiment usu-

ally penetrate a few atomic layers into the solid. This leads to scattering in z-direction
perpendicular to the surface thus the third Laue condition must be taking into account.

In these cases, scattering event can be generated by making intensity modulations to

the 2D Ewald construction as shown in figure 9b. [1]

(a) Ewald construction for 2D scattering. 2D

reciprocal lattice points (hk) are illustrated and

cut along a kx axis. All rods that cut the Ewalds

sphere will give rise to diffraction spots.

(b) If scattering events that penetrate a few atomic planes

are taken into account, the rods will give rise to stronger

reflexes at some points due to the third Laue condition. In

the sketch the (3 0) will give rise to stronger reflex than (3̄ 0)

Figure 9: Illustration of the Ewald sphere construction in 2D. Image taken from [1]

When elastic scattering occurs the scattering vector described in equation 6 must equal

a vector of the 2D surface reciprocal lattice G||. This condition is fulfilled at each rod
that passes through the Ewald sphere thus each rod gives rise to several diffraction and

techniques like Debye-Scherrer or Laue diffraction does not need to be employed. [1]

The LEED pattern shows the surface reciprocal lattice. Translating it to the real space

yields the real space lattice. The determination of real space periodicity is therefore

straightforward from LEED patterns. Caution must be taken when saying that LEED

yields the atomic positions. LEED presents an overall surface structure. To determine

the atomic position more complicated analysis is required. [8]

12
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3.4 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

In 1982 G.Binnig and H.Rohrer inveted the STM. Since then, it has been an important

experimental instrument for investigation of solid surfaces with atomic resolution. The

STM uses a sharp needle which scans over a conducting surface. The tip to sample

distance is held small in order to keep the tunneling resistance finite, allowing electrons

to tunnel from the sample to the tip or vice versa. An applied voltage allows electrons

to tunnel between the tip and the sample giving rise to a tunneling current which then

can be measured and mapped. The polarity of the bias is what determines if electrons

tunnel from tip to sample or vice versa. Due to the option of changing bias voltages one

can probe both filled and empty electronic states of the sample. Sketch of the typical

STM experimental set-up is shown in figure 10.

Figure 10: Simplified schematic sketch of an STM. Image was taken from [12].

In order to achieve images with atomic resolution the tip position must be controlled

with accuracy. This is done by piezoelectic actuators. The tip is most commonly

mounted on a piezo tubewhichmonitors the vertical position by elongation and horizon-

tal by applying equal but opposite voltage causing the tube to bend due to contraction

on one side and elongation on the other. [13]

The STM has different operation modes with the two most common being constant cur-

rent and constant height mode. A bias voltage between the tip and the sample causes

13



3 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

electrons to tunnel through the tip-vacuum-sample potental barrier. The flow of elec-

trons gives rise to a current which is the input signal of the feedback loop. In constant

current mode the feedback loop monitors the distance between sample and the tip to

keep a constant current and map the height difference. The constant height mode oper-

ates by scanning the surface at constant z-position and insteadmap the change of current

across the sample. The constant height mode must be used carefully since the surface

can have contaminations with height of a few Ångströms. The tip could potentially

crash into the mountains on the surface. The tip used in STM is extremely sensitive, a

tip crash could cost days of work. Therefore constant current mode is more commonly

used. [13]

The working principle of the STM is based on the quantum mechanical effect of tun-

neling. A particle with energy E can penetrate a potential barrier Φ > E and enter

the classical forbidden region. The potential barrier in STM consists of a vacuum gap

between tip and sample. The flow of electrons penetrating the potential barrier creates

a current which could be expressed as the following.

It ∝ V ρs(EF )e
−1.025

√
Φz (7)

Where V is the applied voltage, ρs(EF ) is the density of states of the sample at Fermi

energy,Φ is the barrier height and z is the distance between tip and sample. This implies

that the tunneling current is dependent on the Local density of state (LDOS) of the sam-

ple at Fermi energy. The wave function in classically forbidden region is exponential

decaying so must the current do as well as seen in above formula. The high resolution

of the STM is enabled due to exponential behaviour of the tunneling current. A small

change in distance between tip-sample will cause drastic changes in current. [13]

Tersoff and Hamann later went on to extend Equation 7 into three dimensions. If the

tunneling tip wave function could be described as an s wave and ρs(EF ) is the LDOS of
the sample at fermi edge at a distans s+R, s being the distance between apex of the tip
and the surface and R is the radius of curvature of the tip. By assuming low temperature

and low voltage they could prove that the tunneling current could be written as.

It ∝ V ρs(EF − eV ) (8)

Equation 8 again shows that tunneling current is determined by the LDOS of the sample

at fermi energy. [13]

14
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4 Experimental Details

The experiment was performed in a UHV Chamber (Omicron Nanotechnology GmbH)

at Karlstad University with base pressure of 5 × 10−11 mbar. An Omicron VT-STM

working with an electrochemically etched W tip was used for STM investigation. All

STM images were taken in constant current mode and all voltages given are sample

biased. The Ge(111) was n-type antimony doped with a resistivity of ≈ 0.2 Ωcm.

Sample had been supersonic cleaned before insertion into the UHV system. Inside the

chamber the sample was first cleaned by direct current heating at 500 °C. It was then

cold sputtered at room temperature and warm sputtered at 400 °C following annealing

at 600 °C to create a well-ordered c(2×8) surface. The clean Ge(111)-c(2×8) surface
was investigated in LEED and STM. 1/3ML of Sn was evaporated on to the Ge(111)-
c(2× 8) surface. Pressure during Sn evaporation was ≈ 3× 10−10 mbar. The sample

was annealed to create Sn/Ge(111)-
√
3×

√
3 structured surface and then invesitgated

in LEED and STM.
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5 Results

5.1 Ge(111)-c(2×8) Surface

Figure 11: LEED pattern of the Ge(111)-c(2×8) surface taken with 34 eV, showing a weak c(2×8) pattern.

Figure 11 shows a LEED image taken on the Ge(111)-c(2× 8) surface, showing weak
diffraction spots. It seems that the newly prepared sample did not have the wanted

crystallography. The (1× 1) unit cell appears stronger and can be seen easy. To see the
c(2× 8) structure one must look closer.

Figure 12: STM image on the cleaned and annealed Ge(111) surface taken at 2 V, the image is of the size

23× 23 nm and shows good c(2× 8) structure.

STM image of the cleaned and annealedGe(111) surface shows a clear c(2×8) structure.
Three types of defects are present at the surface and marked as 1-3 in figure 12. The

first type (1) is referred to as a point defect. The sample is doped with antimony thus it

could be a substitutional antimony atom that has settled on the surface. The defect has

16



5 RESULTS

a height of 75 pm. The defect marked as (2) is dirt particles on the surface. Dirt was

found on big parts of the surface and flat regions was therefore hard to find. The defect

marked as (3) could be an antiphase shift. This is generated by a shift of an adatom row.

This shift results in a row stacking fault. The measured c(2 × 8) unit cell was ≈ 0.80
Å×3.13 Å. This correspond well to theoretical value. In this image every adatom is

visible but no rest atom can be seen.

5.2 Sn/Ge(111)-
√
3×

√
3 Surface

Figure 13: LEED pattern of the Sn/Ge(111)-
√
3×

√
3 surface taken with 40 eV

LEED image taken on the Sn/Ge(111)-
√
3×

√
3 has better resolution and the

√
3×

√
3

pattern is clearly visible with a 30° rotation in figure 13.

17



5 RESULTS

(a) Empty State, 2 V, 50 pA, 40 nm×40 nm (b) Filled State, -2 V, 50 pA, 40 nm×40 nm

(c) Empty State, 2 V, 50 pA, 20 nm× 20 nm (d) Filled State, -2 V, 50 pA, 20 nm× 20 nm

Figure 14: STM images of the Sn/Ge(111)-
√
3×

√
3 surface

STM images on Sn/Ge(111)-
√
3×

√
3 surface at different sizes, bias voltages and polar-

ities are shown in figure 14. The surface looks flat over larger regions. The right corner

of figures 14 a - b reveals areas where the periodic structure of the surface breaks. Fig-

ures 14 c - d have darker regions seen in both empty and filled state image. The dark

areas are actually Ge substitutional atoms even though they are hard to see. The area

encircled in figures 14 c - d represents the same part of the surface. This part is a va-

cancy defect since both filled and empty state show a hole.

Figures 15 a - f show the same surface imaged at different voltage biases and polari-

ties. The darker Ge substitutional atoms can be seen in the empty state pictures. Upon

measurements these atoms are resting 40 pm deeper into the surface. The atoms in the

hexagonal surrounding the Ge atom show up brighter than other. These atoms have a

height of 20 pmwhen in filled state but in empty state images it seems to be no big height

diffrence. As seen in the part marked as (2) in figures 15 a-b it seems to be three atoms

around Ge that are brighter than the rest. Distance between atoms is approximately 0.75
nm which correspond well to the theoretic value for the Sn/Ge(111)-

√
3×

√
3 unit cell
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5 RESULTS

(a) Empty state, 2 V, 50 pA (b) Filled state, -2 V, 50 pA

(c) Empty state, 1.6 V, 50 pA (d) Filled State, -1.6 V, 30 pA

(e) Empty State, 1.4 V, 30 pA (f) Filled state, 1.4 V, 20 pA

Figure 15: STM images taken on the Sn/Ge(111)-
√
3×

√
3 at a 10 nm× 10 nm

of 0.69 nm. The encircled parts in figures 15 a - b, c - d, e - f are the same parts on

the surface but the images are taken at different polarities. Most parts of the area look

relatively similar in both filled and empty state images. As applied voltages drop the

contour of the images do not change dramatically.
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6 Discussion

LEED images of the cleaned and annealed Ge(111) surface showed a weak sign of the
c(2 × 8). The surface most likely had a good structure but due to problems with the

LEED apparatus images showed weak diffraction patterns. When investigated in the

STM lack of long-range periodic structure became even more evidential. The surface

was left in the STM investigation chamber during a weekend before examining it. This

is probably why the surface had a lot of contamination and an overall bad morphology.

On smaller areas the c(2 × 8) structure could be displayed along with small amounts

of contamination. The type of surface defects can not be determined with accuracy due

to empty state imaging not showing atomic resolution. The c(2 × 8) unit cell had a

size of ≈ 0.80 Å×3.13 Å and theoretical value of the same cell is 0.803 Å×3.213 Å.

Therefore we can with certainty say that we managed to create a surface that for some

part had the wanted atomic structure [14]. The atoms visible in the empty state image

of the Ge(111)c(2×8) are only adatoms. Due to a charge transfer from adatoms to rest

atoms the rest atoms are saturated, which leaves dangling bonds of the adatom even

more unfilled. Problem with this theory is that the whole surface would be severly ion-

ized. An explanation to this is that it is a partial charge transfer [2].

The LEED images on the prepeared Sn/Ge(111) surface had a clear
√
3×

√
3 diffraction

pattern. STM provided good images that displayed large regions of a flat and well-

defined surface. Defects present on the surface were mostly Ge substitutional atoms.

In filled-state images, some of the hexagonal atoms surrounding the Ge substitutional

atom showed up somewhat brighter than the rest of the atoms on the surface. The

measured unit cell corresponded well with the theoretical value. Images at forward

and negative bias voltage showed bright Sn adatoms and all surface atoms except Ge

substitionals were visible in both picture. There seem to be a slight charge transfer from

the Ge to Sn adatom since they appear dark in filled-state images, while other atom in

those images showed all the same. There is a strong evidence of that every Sn has a

Dangling bond which is half occupied. As the voltage is decreased, the contour of the

Ge substitutional atoms becomes weaker while the Sn adatoms in the images did not

have a dramatic change of contour which were unexpected.
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7 Conclussion

The Ge(111)-c(2×8) and Sn/Ge(111)-
√
3×

√
3 have been studied by STM and LEED.

The results proved that on the Ge(111)-c(2× 8) surface a partial charge transfer from
adatom to rest atom occurs, thus saturating the dangling bonds of the rest atom. Sn

evaporation on Ge(111) surface created a
√
3 ×

√
3 structure. The Sn atoms occupied

the T4 sites. All the Sn atoms leaves one dangling bond which is half occupied.
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